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MAKE IT FROM A

* FREE
Design
inside

HOBBIES KIT
Stripwood, round rod and hinges
needed to make the blackboard
and easel are contained in kit No.
3142.

Obtainable from branches

etc., and Hobbies Ltd., Dereham,
Norfolk, price 16/6 post free.

for

BLACKBOARD
AND EASEL

C

HILDREN
love
playing
at
'schools', whether it be indoors
during the cold winter days, or in
summer on the lawn. A board and easel
is abig aid in education—parents should
encourage their children to this end.
The board and easel described here is
36ins. high, which makes it quite suitable for children to use, and the area of
the board will enable much to be drawn
on it. There is ahinged back leg and the
assembly will be found to be quite
stable with normal use.

Make up the easel first with lin. by
¡in. stripwood. Cut pieces 1, 2 and 3,
rounding off the tops of pieces 1 as
indicated on the design sheet. Note that
piece 3 (the top rail) is approximately
9iins. long, being halved to the uprights
(1) as shown in detail (A). The lower
rail ( 2) is notched in position between
the two front legs and fastened from the
outside with screws as shown in detail
(B). In all cases, drill holes first before
screwing to prevent any splitting of the
wood. To obtain perfect joints when

fixing pieces 3 and 2, lay out the assembly on a flat floor and mark off the
positions of the rails. Note that the splay
of the legs will necessitate a slight
angling of the joints.
The chalk rack can be seen in diagram
(C). The length of piece 6 is approximately 6ins., and it is shaped as shown
in the section. Glue it to lower rail 2.
The makeup of the back leg ( piece 4)
consists of a length of lin, by - in. stripwood 32îins. long halved to the 8in.
•Continued on page 227
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Make these yourself

Sawing Board or Bench Hook.

E

VERY craftsman uses a sawing
board (or bench hook) for two
main purposes. It holds the wood
and it also prevents saw marks being
made on the bench. The sawing board
is equally useful to the home handyman,
since it will prevent many a black look
for marking the kitchen table when
sawing or chiselling.
Beech is the favourite wood for this
article owing to its hardness and close

Cutting list:—one at 10ins. by Sins.
by en.; two at 4ins. by 2ins. by en.
(planed); four screws.
The drawing in Fig. 1is self-explanatory. The two blocks are screwed down
in the positions shown (for a lefthanded person these blocks will be
screwed to the right-handed edge of the
board).
• The two screw boles should not be in
line down the centre of each block, but
staggered as shown. This avoids the
tendency to weaken the block and cause
splitting. The screws should be well
countersunk and screwed in tightly.
Once made, this board will be an
effective aid for years. As well as being
reversible, and thus capable of use on
both sides, it should not be discarded
when it has become very worn. The
baseboard and blocks can be sawn off
along the dotted lines and a virtually

•

•

new board is the result—although it
will
Fig.
be 2
about
shows
en.
thenarrower
sawing board
(see Fig.
i
nuse.
3).
A right-handed person should hold the
wood tightly up against the forward
block with his left hand and saw in the
usual way with his right hand.

By Keith John
For greater rigidity whilst sawing, the
bottom block can be held in the vice if a
proper bench is available. Most craftsmen, however, simply use the board
against the side of the bench. This
board is often used for vertical chiselling
when it is desirable to prevent the bench
or table being marked.

.. . and a V-block support
for cylindrical work

E

grain. Oak will do equally well and is
often easier to obtain. The dimensions
need not be rigidly adhered to, but may
be adjusted to individual requirements
or the wood available.

A Book to Read
Maintenance and Management
of Small Locomotives
by H. E. White

T

HE building of amodel locomotive
is one thing; keeping it in proper
working order, so that it may retain its
powers of giving pleasure for a long
time, is quite another. The expert
advice on maintenance offered by
Mr. White will, therefore, be most
welcomed by those who have taken up
this fascinating subject as ahobby.
Published by Percival Marshall & Co.
Ltd., 19-20 Noel Street, London, W.1—
Price 12/6.

VERY well equipped workshop
possesses at least two V-blocks.
These home-made supports are
invaluable when planing cylindrical or
hexagonal work or performing other
operations ' on curved surfaces which a
vice will not hold comfortably without
undue pressure and consequent marking. These V-blocks vary in size to take
differing dirhensions. No measurements
need be rigidly adhered to; they are only
suggested and may be altered to suit
individual requirements. Soft, or hardwood may be used in the construction.
Carefully prepare two pieces of wood
to 18ins. by 2ins. by en. Using a mitre
bevel or sliding bevel set to 45°, plane
off one corner as shown in Fig. 1, on
both pieces. Placing the two pieces side
by side as in Fig. 2 (end view), screw
them together, using three lens. by 6
screws if hardwood is used, and lens.
by 8 screws if softwood is used. These
screws should be well countersunk into
the side of one of the pieces.
Remove Waste Carefully
From one end, measure in 2ins. and
mark out anotch as in Fig. 3. Saw down
the waste side of the lines and then
remove the waste wood by careful
chiselling from both sides. Prepare a
small piece of wood to fit tightly into
this notch, leaving about en, sticking
out on all three sides. Glue this piece in
position and when thoroughly dry,
226
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clean off all round with a smoothing
plane.
Fig. 4 shows the finished cradle.
Other cradles can now be made of
differing sizes to accommodate larger or
smaller work. Fig. 5gives an end view of
a cylindrical piece of wood in position
for planing.

Useful information

T

Extracting Broken Screws

HE handyman is often called on
to remove screws which have
broken off in the material, and
this can be a very difficult job unless
tackled in the proper manner. With
care, however, it should be possible to
extract broken screws from almost any
kind of material. Screws that have
rusted or corroded can be removed in
the same way without damage.
When the head of ascrew or half the
head is broken off and there is still a
small portion projecting above the
surface a hacksaw or screw slotting file
can be used to recut the slot. A wellfitting screwdriver is then used and will
in most cases do the job very well,
especially if a little thin lubricant is
allowed to soak in for awhile.
For screws that have broken in flush

into which it has broken is somewhat
soft, such as wood. It is very difficult to
keep the pilot drill in the centre of the
screw, and in most cases it will slip off
the hard screw and enter the softer
surrounding material. If, however, the
drill can be guided on. to the screw and
kept central during the operation, the
result will be very satisfactory, and the
screw may be withdrawn quite easily.
Reference to Fig. 2will clearly show the
method employed.
A metal collar is inserted in the hole
just above the broken-off screw, and it
should be a fairly tight fit. It may
sometimes be necessary to slightly
enlarge the hole to take the collar, but

PILOT
HOLE

BROKEN
ScREW

Smallest Drill
When drilling into the screw, however
large it may be, always use the smallest
drill you can, and if possible, go the
whole length of the screw, keeping the
drill perfectly upright during the process. This small hole will form the
'lead' for alarger drill which will follow
it, and provided it does not split the
sides of the screw, it can be quite large.
The idea is to drill as large ahole as you
can without actually coming to the
outside of the screw.
The next step is to drive into the hole
the tang end of afile and try to unscrew
it with the aid of a pair of pliers or a
screw wrench. The sharp corners of the
tang will bite into the metal, and in
most cases the remainder of the screw
will come out quite easily. The occasional obstinate one may be helped
considerably by letting a little lubricant
such as paraffin soak in for awhile. The
complete process is shown in Fig. 1.
Where the screw has broken off well
below the surface a different method is
often necessary, especially if the material

By A. F. Taylor

,._cou.out

Fe* I.
with or a little below the surface, the
only satisfactory way is to drill them
out, and there are several ways in
which this can be done. To start with it
is very important to centre the end of
the screw exactly and alittle time spent in
doing this correctly will be amply repaid.

ordinary tapered wood screws can be
dealt with in the same manner. With
these it is a good idea to first drill the
pilot hole with a small drill, then,
using the largest size, go down about a
quarter of the way, change over to a
slightly smaller one, and go a little
further. Continue thus to the end, and
then insert the file tang, which, incidentally, will obtain a much better grip
in the tapered hole.
Some people have more success when
using astud extractor instead of the file
tang. This is an American tool consisting of acoarse tapered left-hand thread
as shown in Fig. 3. Made in several sizes,
it will generally do the job quite effectively and the tighter it is screwed into
the hole, the more force it will exert.
Another very simple method for
metal screws, but, nevertheless, one
which often works remarkably well, is

FIG,.
3
this should not be overdone.
The 'pilot' hole in the collar must be
just large enough to take the small drill,
and if this is held perfectly upright and
the operation done carefully, it should
be quite satisfactory. The collar is then
removed and a larger hole drilled as
before. By this method it is generally
possible to drill the correct size hole
without using the pilot hole.
All the illustrations show parallel
metal screws being extracted, but

to centre the broken screw and drill a
slight sink. Then take an ordinary flat or
twist drill slightly smaller than the screw,
and grind the cutting edge in the
opposite direction, so that it is a lefthand drill. Put this into the drill stock
and turn in an anti-clockwise direction,
when the drill will bite into the screw,
and ,in the majority of cases, will
unscrew it quite easily.
A left-hand tap will sometimes do the
job, but as these are made dead hard,
there is arisk of breaking it in the hole
unless special care is used, and the tap is
not strained unduly.
The same procedure can be used for
extracting left-hand screws provided
you remember to reverse the operation
and turn in the opposite direction.

e Continued from page 225

Blackboard and Easel
long rail (5) which is of the same
dimensions. Two pieces of waste wood
cut in the form of triangles can be glued
and screwed in the angles to strengthen
the joint, as shown in diagram (E).
Hinging, whereby the back leg is
attached to piece 3is shown in detail (E).
The method used to prevent the back leg
going back too far is also shown in
detail (E). This consists of awaste piece
of wood glued and screwed to the top of
leg 4 and angled to allow the correct
splay between the front and back legs.
An alternative is the use of screweyes
and apiece of cord.
The board is made from plywood and
227

four pieces of stripwood which are
halved together and glued and screwed
to the plywood. Screwing is from the
back and if the screws project through
the front the ends can be filed off, but it
is much better to ensure that the correct
size of screw is used. The pegs are made
from }in, round rod, and should be afairly
tight fit in the holes provided in pieces 1.
Give two coats of brush polish and
then acoat of clear lacquer or varnish to
the easel. The board, of course, should
be finished with blackboard black, which
can be obtained from branches or by post
from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk,
1/- bottle, packing and carriage 6d. extra.

Two or three valve

SHORT-WAVE

A

LTHOUGH the average listener
does not give much time to
short-wave reception, the truth
remains that there is a great variety of
entertainment waiting to be had on this
band. There are very many stations and
the range is world wide. It is always
exciting to tune in stations thousands
and thousands of miles' away, in
countries one has only read about and
never seen.
There is no reason why the reader
should not enjoy this experience. The
little set described here is comparatively
inexpensive. The outlay has been kept to
the minimum by the use, as far as
possible, of surplus or used parts that
are cheap, but excellent in quality. For
example, the coil sockets cost 2d. and
the chokes 6d., while the coil formers
are only 3d. each. Information as to
where these and other parts can be
obtained is given at the end of the
article.

for

RECEIVER
LIST OF COMPONENTS

world-wide
reception
* * * *
Described by
A. Fraser

1T4.
Valves 1, 2, 3.
3 B7G valve-holders.
160 pfd. (3gang).
Tuning condenser.
25 pfd. (3 gang).
Bandspread condenser.
(Annakin 1405).
All wave chokes (2).
mfd. ( 150 volt working).
CI, C6, C7.
.5 or 1mfd. ( 150 volt working).
C5.
-1 mfd. ( 150 volt working).
C8.
30 pfd. trimmer (for 2valve).
C9.
100 pfd. mica.
C2, C3.
.0003 mfd. mica.
C4.
68K.
Rl.
2.2 meg.
R2, R6.
150K.
R3.
47K.
R4.
R5.
Variable resistance - 5meg.
220K.
R7.
470K.
R8.
Bakelite coil formers (numbers as desired)-Annakin's
item 1360.
British 4- or 5-pin valve-holder (2)-Annakin's item 1084.
Spindle coupler, drive drums, spindle drives.
H.T. battery, 90 volts. L.T. 1.5 volt cell.
High resistance headphones.

Cut-outs will also be needed for
through chassis connections from variable condenser and battery leads. These
can be about +in.
These cut-outs can be made with
proper punches, or by using afretsaw.
You will also need cut-outs for the
switch,
aerial/earth
sockets,
phone
sockets, and for the shaft of the variable
resistance.
Valve-holders

valve- holder.) Then start from the first
coil socket and valve- holder and work
forward.
The lead from aerial socket to coil
socket number one is screened, and the
metal covering at one end is loosed off
and soldered to earth, as shown in
Fig. 1. All solder tags used as earth
connections to the chassis should be
firmly bolted down to make a good
contact. '

The valve- holders should be bolted in
(using 6 B.A. bolts). Make sure they are

Fig.1-Below chassis
Although a three valve set is featured,
the reader can effect further economy by
eliminating one stage and building only
a two valve. The results will still be
very good, and the third valve can be
added when finances permit.
The construction of the three valve
version will be dealt with first.
Aluminium chassis
The chassis should be of aluminium
(18 gauge to 22 gauge) and should be
8ins. by 8ins. by 2ins. deep. It could be
smaller than this, but construction
would be more difficult as far as wiring
is concerned.
The cut-outs for the valve- holders
should be tin. diameter, while those for
the coil sockets should be Ilrins. The
positions of these can be seen from
Fig. 2.

pointing in the correct orientation as
indicated by the key or dot on the tag
base. Reference to Fig. 1 will ensure
this.
The old four- pin valve- holders, used
as sockets for the coil formers, should
also be placed, as shown in Fig. 1.
Next, bolt on the radio frequency
chokes ( R.F.C.) in the positions shown.
The second choke can be mounted, if
preferred, on the side of the chassis.
The variable condenser and the
variable resistance are not mounted on
the chassis until later. This is for
convenience in wiring.
Wiring can be commenced, 22 to 24
gauge tinned copper connecting wire is
used. This can be insulated, or plain
uncovered wire can be used in conjunction with sle,éving to cover it. See
that all tags, etc., are clean before
soldering.
There should be no difficulty with the
connections, as Fig. 1 makes the task
quite clear. Make the connections as
short and direct as possible, yet at the
same time keeping the wires separate
from each other.
Begin the wiring first with the heater
chain to the valves. (These are the tags
on either side of the key or dot on the
228

Fig. 2-Above chassis
The high tension rail connecting up
H.T.+ and R3, R8, R7 and R.F.C. and
the variable resistance, could well be
established with the use of two threeway solder tag strips. Otherwise, a stout
piece of tinned copper wire (or two
lengths twisted together) will make a
rigid rail to which the connections can
be joined very easily. This, of course,
should be held clear of the chassis and
other points of contact.

Fig. 3— Theoretical draw'ng
The variable resistance can eventually
be mounted. The leads to the outer
tags should be soldered on first, the
bracket fixed on, and then the whole
bolted to the chassis. The spindle
extension should be passed through the
grommet in the chassis front and
coupled to the shaft of the resistance.
Both the spindle extension and bracket
can be of insulating material if available.
The leads from and to the variable
resistance can then be soldered.
Lastly, it is helpful if the L.T.+ and
H.T.+ leads, which pass through the
chassis cut-out, are of rubber-covered
flex type of wire.
We may now turn to the top side of
the chassis. Before mounting the
variable condenser, solder leads to the
end sections of the condenser. (The
middle section is not used in this set.)
These leads should be of rubbercovered flex, and when the condenser is

mounted (with 6 B.A. bolts), they pass
through the cut-outs in the chassis.
Turn to the underside of the chassis and
join the leads to the nearest S coil
socket (see Fig. 1).
The design of this short-wave set
incorporates a bandspread condenser.
This greatly facilitates the tuning
process because the ordinary method of
tuning is not fine enough to separate the
numerous closely-spaced
short-wave
stations.

Coil details and finishing off the receiver
will be given next week

The bandspread condenser is much
smaller than the main tuner, and so
must be mounted to the latter by means

¡Jas. YOUR Peceseekin ,
Log Bulb Bowls

INTEND making, from the branches
of an old apple tree, some small bulb
holders, hollowing out of suitable pieces
about lit, long. Please inform me the best
method of cleaning the bark, and whether
this should then be sized, before putting on
aclear varnish, to stop the latter soaking
in. Is it also necessary to treat inside the
log, after hollowing out, in any way?
(A.B.—Sydenham.)
"UOU should clean the bark with
warm soapy water, rubbing well in
the crevices with asmall stiff brush. An
old toothbrush would be ideal. Dry
thoroughly in a warm room. If to be
varnished, apply two or three coats of
size beforehand. A quicker finish, one
that would look more attractive, is quick
drying, coloured lacquer, or gold or

silver lacquer. The tops of the holders
could be varnished or lacquered as preferred. The insides could well be left
plain or just be given a coat of spirit
varnish.

Welding Plastics

WOULD be glad of some information
on the welding of plastics. (S.T.—
Isleworth.)
HERE are a large number of
plastics and the method of welding
varies. Some may be softened with a
solvent and pressed together. It is more
likely that yours may be welded by heat.
The degree of heat needed is not great,
but it has to be concentrated at the spot
being welded, without overflowing onto
surrounding parts. A convenient tool to
do this is to use an electric soldering

T
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of brackets. These are easily made from
aluminium, and holes are already
drilled in the condensers which make
the task quite simple. The nuts and bolts
should be tightened firmly for good
contact.
Lastly, connect each end section
(the fixed vanes tag) of the bandspread
condenser to the counterpart section of
the main tuner. (The middle section is
again ignored.)
The battery connections should be
made clear from the drawings (Figs. 2
and 4). Make certain that the H.T.+
lead goes to the correct pin in the
battery plug—the battery will show
which is the correct plus socket. Remember that the H.T.+ lead comes
from the H.T.+ rail underneath the
chassis, while the H.T.+ lead goes to
the switch.
Likewise, the L.T.+
comes from under the
chassis from valve number
three, and connects to the
top of the low tension cell.
The base of the cell is joined
to the switch. (Note: low
Fig. 4—
tension cell with plug-in
Switch
sockets can be obtained if
details
desired.)
The circuit, and hence the wiring,
will be better understood if the practical
wiring diagram is studied in conjunction
with the theoretical or schematic
drawing in Fig. 3.
As far as the valve-holder connections
are concerned, the tags should be read
clockwise, starting from the key, as
follows:—Tag 1—heater negative, tag 2
—anode, tag 3—screen, tag 6—grid,
tag 7—heater positive.
iron, which is drawn along the joint with
afirm pressure. It might also be possible
with the edge of an electric flat iron.

Preserving Horns

Iserve
WOULD like to know how to preand mount horns. (N.H.—
Watford.)
W horns
E presume you wish to mount the
on a shield or similar

base shaped in the customary way. An
appropriate treatment would be first to
clean the horns thoroughly by washing
in warm water, scrubbing, and scraping
out every trace of fleshy matter in the
interior of the horn or around the base.
Allow to dry thoroughly, then polish by
rubbing with Florence oil (if obtainable) or alternatively with salad oil or
olive oil; no other preservative is needed.
The horns can then be mounted by
fixing wooden pegs on to the base in a
suitable angle, then affix the horns by
bedding them on to the wood with a
stiff paste of Plaster of Paris. The ends
of the horns should, of course, be
shaped (by scraping or filing) to fit
neatly on to the baseboard.

For the handyman—make .

A FOLDING CHAIR

T

HIS particular design of chair
is remarkably stable, and folds
flat when not in use. It can be
opened out or closed up by a single
movement, and is efficient in design and
action. For its construction oak or
beech are suggested, but any closegrained hardwood would be suitable.
The construction is quite within the
scope of the amateur, but to ensure
correct folding, the sizes of timber
given in the cutting list must be adhered'
to strictly.

CUTTING LIST
Main frame sides. (2) 2ft. 101-ins. by llins.
by ¡ in.
Main top rail .. 1ft. Sins. by lins.
by ¡ in.
Main bottom rail .. lft. Sins. by lens.
by lin.
Leg frame sides. (2)
2ft. ¡in. by ¡ in. by ¡ in.
Leg rail ..
Ift. 3¡ins. by lins.
by lin.
Seat sides. (2)
lft. nins. by llins.
by ¡ in.
Seat rails. (2)
lft. 2¡ins. by l¡ins.
by ¡ in. ,
Seat slats. (9)
1ft. ¡ in.
by
lins.
by fin.

Three Parts
The chair is composed of three parts,
a main frame, a rear leg frame ' and a
seat. The front and side view of the
main frame are given in Fig. L The top
and bottom rails are tenoned into the
side pieces as shown. The lower rail
should be *in. in from the front edge to
leave room for the rear legs to close up
to it. The upper rail is tenoned in midway. These tenons need not extend right
through the side; Iin, is sufficient fixed
into a mortise of similar depth carved

Metal rod ¡ in. by lft. Sins.
2deck chair rivets, with washers.

tops of the legs. The actual tops are
neatly rounded off as before. On the
inside edges of the legs chisel out the
grooves shown, + in, wide and + in. deep.
When gluing these frames, take great
care to keep the legs parallel.
The seat and parts relating to it are
grouped together in Fig. 3. A plan and
side view of the seat are shown at (C). A
recess is cut in the ends of the cross rails
to within
of the bottom to make

By W. J. Ellson
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Fig. 1
with a chisel. At (A) +in. holes are
bored through the sides for the rivets
from which the rear legs are suspended.
The centres of these holes are -hin.
from the back edges of the sides.
At ( B) iin. holes are bored for the
metal rod on which the seat tilts when
being folded up. These holes are bored
on a centre +in, from the front. The
side view of the frame indicates the
relative positions of all the holes.
Round off the top corners of the sides.
At Fig. 2, front and side views of the
rear leg frame are shown. The cross
rail here, tenoned like the rest, is
positioned at the middle. Rivet holes are
bored through centrally at lin. from the

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

them fit across en, below the sides of
the seat. This is to allow the seat slats
which are * in, thick to lie level with the
sides. The detail (D) of the front rail
and side will make this clear. Glue and
screw the rails across, making it really
firm and square, as some strain,
naturally, comes on this part. A
hole
is bored through the sides for the metal
rod on which the seat tilts. The centre of
this hole is + in, from the bottom edge of
the sides.

(F), the pins engaging in the grooves
cut in the rear legs. Their purpose is to
limit the movement of the seat both in
the closed and open position. The
fittings are cut from stout metal en.
wide, and long enough to bend over
both ends and embrace the seat ends.
Pins of
iron are riveted in at the
distance shown in the diagram.
As it is rather doubtful if these fittings
can be bought, a good substitute, if the
reader does not feel quite confident
about making them, is drawn at (G).
Here the pins are ordinary ¡ in, chair
rivets, holes for which are bored
through the seat ends lin, from the top,
and liins, from the ends. A bent piece
of metal is screwed as in the diagram, to
•Continued on page 23 I

Screw Slats
To finish the seat the slats should be
screwed across.
A pair of metal fittings will be
needed, shown at (E). These are screwed
to the ends of the completed seat as at
230

E. M. Blackman describes

F

Framing in PassePartout

OR framing or binding photographs, certificates, designs, and
notices, it is best to use one colour

only.
A backing board with a good clean
lining can be used for the dual purpose
of mounting the subject and acting as a
backing board. Otherwise, it will be
necessary to mount the subject before
framing.
A pleasing and artistic effect can be
achieved if the subject is placed on a
mounting board in white or grey, with
the margin kept narrowest at the sides
of the subject, a little wider at the top,
and still wider at the bottom of the
photograph or certificate, etc.
A single, or sometimes a double line
drawn round the four sides of the
subject, in pen, crayon or pencil, on the
mount itself, will provide an attractive
finish to the mounted subject.
Having fixed the subject on the
mounting sheet, take a piece of glass,
cut to size, or glass substitute, and a
piece of cardboard for the backing
board. It is most important to ensure
that each of these is of the same size as
the mounted (or unmounted) subject.
If using glass be sure to clean at least
one side of the glass for once it has been
firmly and permanently fixed, you will
be unable to get inside the inner glass
surface. The outside can, of course, be
cleaned with a damp cloth after the
framing has been completed. Any
residue of adhesive or dirty marks, can
soon be removed with alittle methylated
spirit. In fact, after such an application,
the glass will sparkle.
To prevent any movement while
framing, or when hanging, it is a good
plan to use small spots of gum or paste
to stick the subject and backing board.
Where it is intended to hang by the
use of metal hangers (which are the
most serviceable), these should be
inserted at this stage and pressed firmly
through the cardboard in the most
suitable position for suspending the
picture or other subject. Whether to
hang it horizontally or vertically will
depend on the shape of the subject.
The metal ends of the hangers will
bend over quite easily, but it is advisable
to stick asmall piece of adhesive paper
or passe-partout over the folded-out
prongs of the hangers to prevent them
from working loose and damaging the
framed subject.
Where an adhesive type of hanger is
to be used, these can be fixed when the
framing is completed.
The choice of colour binding will
largely be governed by the colour of the
subject. A black and white subject looks

best framed in black, or in black with a
white overlay. Binding in red, or shades
of brown make photographs and sepia
subjects appear most attractive.
In general, the selection of binding
can be guided by the existing colours in
the subject. The predominating colour
or colours should harmonize with the
binding if the most artistic effect is to be
obtained.
Four strips of binding will be
necessary—two for the long edges and
two for the short sides. For the purpose
of trimming, the strip should be about
#in. longer than the sides of the photograph. The materials will be less likely
to slip one from the other if the long
sides are dealt with first.
Place the glass, subject on mount, and
backing board, accurately and firmly
together, keeping them iù position with
two spring-type clothes-pegs. Next, take
the appropriate strip of binding, and
prior to damping it, firmly press it along
the edge of the subject into the desired
position, so that the strip is creased
accurately. This also assists in securing
the correct position of the wet binding
on the glass. Some passe-partout
bindings can be obtained already scored
with afolding line on the adhesive side.
If binding cannot be obtained already
scorelined for folding, turn the binding
over on its face, lightly scoÉe the
adhesive side along the edge of a ruler
with the blunt edge of a penknife and

then the strip can be folded easily along
the crease.
Using a sponge, damper brush, or a
pad of cotton wool, moisten the
cemented side thoroughly. In fact, if it is
moistened on both sides the strip will be
more pliable. If insufficient moisture is
applied, the binding may later peel off.
It is a good plan to moisten two strips
at once and leave them to soak up the
water thoroughly.
Now take the glass, subject, and
backing board, all complete, and firmly
clipped together, and place glass side
downwards, directly on to the dampened
binding strip, using the crease as aguide
for the correct position. Then firmly
turn over the remainder of the binding
on to the backing board; draw it
squarely and tightly over the edge of the
subject. Care must be taken to ensure that
the position of the binding is not disturbed. This should be firmly, but not fully,
stuck down to the front of the glass.
If the binding is pressed firmly to the
glass all the way round the edges of the
frame, abetter finish will be achieved.
Follow the same procedure in applying the second long edge of binding.
Now trim the two spare ends and apply
the two shorter lengths of binding to
complete the framing.
The special glass- sticking cement
used on the binding dries out slowly,
but given adequate time it adheres
permanently.

eContinued from page 230

A Folding Chair
prevent the rivets from riding out. The
rivets extend outside the sides about
#in., any surplus being cut off. To
prevent the wood splitting under strain,
a long screw is driven through on each
side of the rivet as near as possible. The
detail sketch will make the whole
fitting clear.
Now rivet the rear leg frame to the
inside of the main frame, with a thin
washer between them to lessen friction.
Place the seat between the sides of the
main frame and pass the metal rod
through the holes. The rod is a little
shorter than the full width of the main
frame, so plug the holes left each side
with wood to keep the rod in its place.
Fit the pins of the fittings in their
respective grooves, work the ends of the
seat into them, and when in position,
fix with small screws at tcip and bottom.
If rivets are employed in place of the
fittings, push them through the holes in
seat into the grooves, and then screw the
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bent metal stops over their heads.
Before permanently fixing these fittings,
take care by opening out the seat that
the seat itself is level. With the chair
open, pencil across the bottom of the
legs, and then cut the corners of them at
a suitable angle to allow them to stand
flat.
A varnish finish would be best for
these chairs, and it would be easiest to
apply it to the three parts before fitting
together. In the cutting list below, the
exact lengths and sizes of timbers used
are given, and must be adhered to, to
ensure that the chair can be folded
easily. It may be added, in case difficulty
arises, that the thin washers between
main frame and rear legs are not those
included with the rivets, as these are
used to provide afirm base for the rivet.
If this is so tight afit that the insertion
of thin washers is impossible, ashaving
taken off the outside edges of the rear
legs will effect acure.

Home Chemistry

Making Useful Fitments

R

SOURCEFULNESS
in
the
home laboratory can save agood
deal of money and provide extra
conveniences. The items dealt with here
can all quickly be made from odds and
ends to be found around most homes.
The convenience of the automatic
filter shown sectionally in Fig. 1cannot
be over-emphasized when you are
dealing with a bulky precipitate. It
consists simply of afairly wide-mouthed
bottle fitted with a bored cork and two
glass tubes. The internal bore of the

Sometimes slight pressure differences in
the bottle allow the funnel liquid level
to fall considerably below the end of the
wide tube before a further charge is
released, but this has no effect on the
efficiency of the filter.
The apparatus can be used both for
filtration and washing of a bulky
precipitate, and cuts out the frequent
attention needed. It can go on working
for you through the night and have
everything ready by morning for the
next stage of your experiment.

>

5'

(
Fig. 2

Fig. 1
narrow tube should be 3 to 4 millimetres and that of the wide tube not less
than 8millimetres. Choose asound cork
and bore it slowly and accurately with a
sharp borer, so that the tubes fit snugly.
Hasty boring may result in a ragged
inner wall and provide leak channels for
air when the filter is in use.
As Fig. 1shows, the wide tube dips
just below the surface of the liquid in
the funnel. When the liquid falls below
the end of the wide tube, more air
enters the bottle and allows more liquid
to run into the funnel and restore the
level. This continues until the entire
contents of the bottle have run through.

To set the apparatus working, pour
into the bottle the liquid containing the
precipitate, cork tightly, place your
finger over the ends of the tubes, invert
the whole and clamp it into position
over the funnel. When all the precipitate and its accompanying liquid
have run out, refill the bottle with
water. It will then wash the precipitate
for you.
Spatulas
Spatulas are easy to make from odd
sheet metal. The upper one shown in
Fig. 2 can be cut from aluminium,
copper or brass. The dimensions given
are for an average spatula and can, of
course, be varied for any special requirements. The lower spatula is made from
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stout copper or brass wire, its end being
beaten flat. This last is useful for taking
up very small quantities of chemicals.
Wash and buff up spatulas after use,
and do not use an aluminium one for
alkaline substances, for these corrode it.
For the controlled flow of gases or
liquids in conjunction with a rubber
tube, the screw pinch-cock shown in
Fig. 3is invaluable. The two flat strips
should each be about 21-ins. by lin.
Stout rigid sheet metal is best used for
these, although hardwood will serve.
Flat-headed bolts are used for pressure
adjustment. Solder ametal disc to each
bolt head and mill the edge with afile to
give agood grip. A similar disc is fitted
to each nut and drilled to accommodate
the bolt shaft. Two holes drilled in each
flat strip complete the pinch-cock.
Flame spreader
A means of spreading a bunsen
burner flame so as to give a larger
heating area is often desired in the
laboratory. For this a drop-on ring
burner is commonly used. A substitute
can readily be made from an old hollow
brass door handle. This should either

TOP
OF
BUNSEN

Fig. 4

fit the top of the bunsen or be slightly
smaller. In the latter case it may be
enlarged to fit with a round file. To
convert the handle into a ring burner,
file nicks all round as shown with a
• Continued on pogo 236

Cheap, but attractive!

A SMALL LEATHER HANDBAG

A

REAL leather handbag is regarded as aluxury usually but the
small one described here requires
very little leather, and is, therefore, cheap
to make as well as very attractive.
The various parts as shown in Fig. 1
should be drawn on stiff brown paper
and cut out. This enables the pattern to
be moved around to make the best use
of the leather and skiver (the thin split
skins used for lining).
The leather is laid on a flat surface
with the embossed side downwards and
the pattern on the inner surface. A lead
pencil is used to draw the pattern on the
MATERIALS REQUIRED
The materials required and their approximate cost (depending on quality) are:2sq. ft. of leather .. •. •. 64
/
/
8
2sq. ft. of skiver ..
16ft. of thonging . • • 4/2 handle attachments • . 8d.
1press stud
..
.
• 2d.
Rubber solution .. • . 9d.

eather; a steel ruler being used as a
guide. Ensure that the pattern does not
move. Cut out the various pieces.
To make the pocket, cut one piece of
leather and one of skiver to the shape
given in the design. The slight angle on
the sides is to give easier access to the
pocket. Glue the two pieces together
with rubber solution and paint the edges
with a leather dye of the appropriate
colour. Mark the sides and base, and
punch the holes for the stitching.

Cut a piece of skiver the size of the
handbag. On the part that will form the
lining for the front of the handbag, draw
lines down each side 1-4- ins. from the
edge for adistance of 64-ins. Draw also a
line across Sins. from the top. Odd strips
of skiver lin, wide are glued on to these
lines for reinforcement. Redraw the
lines on top of the reinforcement. Lay
the base of the pocket on the horizontal
lines, so that the latter shows through

By D. Low
the holes. Use a lead pencil to mark
through these holes. Each side of the
pocket in, turn is laid on the vertical lines
and these are marked. The last hole in
the base of the lining is also used for the
first hole in the side. Punch out these
marks and an extra hole at the top of
each side to keep the top of the pocket
close to the lining.
face down and the narrow strip glued
Thonging is commenced in the centre
down the centre. The 24in. strip at each
of the base, working in one hole and out
end is slipped through the metal attachof the next, towards each edge. As the
ments and then glued down. The overthonging comes out of the last hole it
lapping edges of the broad strip are
goes through the first hole in the side and
folded over and glued down to the
continues until the third last hole in the
narrow strip. No thonging is required
lining is reached. From there it goes to
on the handle.
the last hole in, the lining and back
Commence thonging the handbag by
through the last hole in the pocket. This
laying a length of flat thonging between
locks the ends in place. 20ins. of thongthe holes and the edge, and tying it in
ing are required to sew on the pocket.
The lining, with the pocket
in place, is now glued to the
leather, and the edges dyed.
A
Mark the handbag for punchBACK
F120111
ing by starting at one square
corner and working towards
the other. Then mark from
each square corner to the
lb'
centre of the curved part. If
the marks do not meet exactly,
211
11-15'
any necessary adjustments can
be made at this stage. Punch
la-- 7 ,
out the holes.

7e

The handles

The gusset, before lining, with handle
attachment

414,

The attachments for the
handles are inserted by making
a cut in the leather gusset
nins. from the end. Insert the
4/4
split part and push on the
• Ye
washer and clasp. The leather
gussets are glued to the skiver
and the edges dyed.
Mark each side of the curved base of
the gussets, and check that the number
of marks tally with the marks on the
front and back of the handbag. Punch
out the holes.
The broad strip of the handle is laid
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ya,
Fig. 1—All the parts
place along the square end, 50ins. of
thonging will be required to go round
the edge of the handbag. The two ends
of another piece of thonging, 5ft. long,
are pushed through the two centre holes
•Continued on page 234

INTERESTING
MISTAKES
by R. Cantwell

W

HEN Ifirst began to specialise
in English stamps, I forgot
about Penny Blacks. They
were beyond my means. Glancing
through Gibbons' catalogue, Queen
Victoria's Jubilee issue ( 1887) caught
my eye. The set, Id. to 1/-, exclusive of
minor varieties, would cost 10/-. I
bought it. It was agood buy.
Pears' Soap was printed on the back
of the Id. stamp and its catalogue value
exceeded the price paid for the whole set.
Further catalogue study showed that
various colours existed. The 3d. purple
on yellow was listed at 6d., the deep
purple on yellow at 9d., and the deep
purple on orange at 50/-.
The 2d. green and carmine was worth
1/3, the green and vermilion 20/-. The
Id. and 2Id. values existed printed on
the gummed side; these were unpriced
and, therefore, rare. Although Iforgot
about ever possessing them—the printers could make the same or similar
errors—it appeared to be wise to
scrutinise all future issues.
Ready Reference
This Idid, checking all King George V
stamps, then current, that carne to hand,
afterwards placing them in 'envelopes,
marked for ready reference: `G.V. Id.
green', and so on. Doubtful members
were mounted on loose album leaves
with explanatory notes underneath.
When sorting English stamps, look
out for the following varieties—just for

fun. You may be lucky and in any case
it will be good practice: Victorian issues,
1858-64: Penny Red, plate number 77,
catalogued at £450 unused, £300 used,
and number 225 £15 unused, £4used. A
variety, imperf, issued at Cardiff, 18th
January, 1870, is worth £60 used.
On both sides
Although fairly common the 1881
penny lilac with 14 instead of 16 dots in
corner is likely to increase in price. It
also exists printed both sides—£20
unused; with frame broken at bottom—
£15 used or unused; and imperf, three
sides (pair)—£40. 1902-11. Edwardian
issues.
De La Rue printings: Penny bright
scarlet, ordinary paper, imperf, £50
unused; 10d, dull purple and carmine,
ordinary paper, no cross on crown—
£17 unused, ditto on chalk-surfaced
paper £ 10 unused.
Harrison printings: #d. pale green
without watermark, unpriced, very rare;
3d. grey on lemon—£50 unused.
Somerset House printings: 6d. bright
mafenta, chalk paper—£50 unused; 6d.,
various shades—no cross on crown—
£9 unused, £5used.
King George V 1910-36: First issue
1911. Watermark—Imperial Crown. +d.
bluish green, pert 14 instead of 15 x14—
£25 used; ditto: id. deep rose-red—
unpriccd. Id. carmine, no cross on
_crown—U20 unused; id. aniline scarlet
—£8 unused, £ 5used.

Here are some interesting mistakes
made by the printers during this period:
'One' Penny for 'One' Penny. 'Pend'
for ' Pence'.

'The Swiftsure' Album, price 15/- from
branches or Hobbies Ltd, Dereham,
Norfolk
Watch out for watermark sideways or
inverted instead of upright; no watermark; stamps printed on the gummed
side; the right-hand panel embleme of
the Silver Jubilee issue differ in character
from each other. There is also a 2+d.
Prussian Blue worth £ 100 unused, unpriced used. So keep sorting; you may
find one, and maybe aPenny Black!

• Continued from page 233

Small Leather Handbag
in the square end from the inside, and
back through the same two holes. The
ends are pushed through the next holes

from the inside, and this continued until
the corner is reached. The gussets and
edging thonging are tied in place.

Handle on underside and finishing of
thonging

Press stud closure
The thonging goes through the corner
holes three times and twice through the
first in the gusset. This gives a neat
finish to the corners. Carry on thonging
until the last holes in the gussets are
reached. The thonging goes through
these holes twice to make a firm join
where the gusset finishes. Continue
thonging until the corners of the curved
end are reached. The thonging goes
through the last holes twice and continues until the centre hole is reached.
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Pocket, with holes punched in side and
base
Both the ends go through this hole and
are brought over and tucked under a
few loops.
A press-stud is all that is required to
finish the handbag.

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Here is home study of the most effective kind under expert
tutors. There is no better way of studying for an examination
for a career in industry or starting a new hobby. Our
Practical courses comprise the most modern methods of
postal tuition, combined with apractical kit of parts (which
is supplied upon enrolment and remains your property).

COURSES FROM 15/- A MONTH
COURSES WITH KITS INCLUDE : Radio, Television, Mechanics, Electricity,
Chemistry,

Photography,

Carpentry;

also

Draughtsmanship,

POST

THIS

COUPON

TOOA Y

E.M.I.
INSTITUTES,
Dept.
31 X,
Grove Park
London, W.4. Please send me your free book.

Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages, etc.

ItffertreneS"

Road,

Subject(s) of Interest
NAME

The only Postal College which is part of

ADDRESS

a world-wide Industrial Organisation.
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HOME DECORATION & CARPENTRY
New ideas in the lounge ? Fitted cupboards in the kitchen ? This is the opportunity to do those
jobs you've always THOUGHT you could do. Here is a special reprint for the Spring of these
well-known and popular books. They sell fast! Do not miss this chance to get your set NOW.

All the information you need at your finger tips
Numerous illustrations and plans given at every stage for all types of work

HOME DECORATION

Part Ideals with outside work—order of
procedure, safety precautions, tools and equipment— preparing and repairing
cement, brick, stone and glass— rubbing and scrubbing paint and varnish—
undercoating and finishing doors, gutters, windows, pipes and other features.
Part Il fully covers interior decorating. Separately deals with Ceilings, Walls,
Woodwork and Floors— their cleaning and preparation, best materials and
methods—suggests schemes for different rooms— tackles individual problems.
Instructions all through for estimating materials needed and for mixing and
matching colour.

/

FREE

I

EXAMINATION FORM

To the New Era Publishing Co. Ltd.,
45 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1

'
I
'

CARPENTRY

Forgotten how to do adovetail joint? First remind yourself of the basic practices and then follow this book through the house and
out into the garden and garage. Full chapters on tools— woodworking and
finishing— all kinds of joints— how to make carcases, frames, drawers, how to
fit hinges— glue— veneers. Chapters on furniture and fittings throughout the
house together with instructions for smaller articles. Garden ' fittings' are
also dealt with. Cutting lists are given for ordering and there are sketches and
plans for every stage.

WILL BE SENT ON SEVEN DAYS' APPROVAL FREE OF COST OR
OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE—COMPLETE & POST COUPON TODAY .1
7.3"
.
2.35

I

Please send me, carriage paid, for my inspection Home Decoration and Carpentry in
two volumes. Iunderstand that Iam under no
obligation to purchase, provided the books
are returned within seven days. If Ikeep the
books Iagree to remit to your address 5/within eight days of receipt of books, five
monthly payments of 5/- and a final payment
of 7/6 (
completing the subscription price of
El 17s. 6d.). Cash price within eight days
El I5s. Od.
Surname
Name
(Block letters please)
Residence

Date

Age

(If under 21)

HOBEIO.

TRY PAINTING WALLS

I

T is not always appreciated that
paints and enamels can provide a
highly serviceable covering for walls.
Paint is particularly excellent for the
walls of small rooms, for if alight shade
is used, an air of spaciousness will be
imparted by the absence of pattern.
Where large walls are involved avery
pleasing effect will result if they are
divided into panels, the surrounds
painted and the interiors papered, or
vice versa. To paint the whole wall is
unsuitable in this instance, as it would
present an uninteresting and drab
appearance.
Strip paper
Having decided to use paint on walls,
they should be stripped of any existing
paper, and even the slightest break in
the plaster made good.
The surface should be thoroughly
washed before painting with hot soapy
water, as it will then take the paint
better, dry quicker, and need less
material than adirty surface.
To speed drying out after the washing,
the surface can be wiped over, but in any
case the actual painting should be
deferred until the following day, or
blistering will occur.
To prevent the walls absorbing all the
paint, they should be given an application of two coats of size. Powdered size
mixed into a liquid according to the
instructions supplied will be found quite
satisfactory. Leave for about three or
four hours to dry before painting.
Panelling
Where panelling is to be introduced,
the panels should be enclosed by aneat
narrow moulding which can be fixed
with ordinary 1in. cut nails. It makes a
more artistic finish if the moulding is
painted with a tint which harmonizes
with the predominant tone of the paper.
Otherwise, paint of the same colour as
the surrounds may be selected. Glossy
finish paint is preferable here, but the
surrounds are best left flat.
At least two coats of paint are
necessary for both the surrounds and
moulding, but in the case of the moulding, they should consist of one of flat
and one of glossy paint or enamel.
To avoid smearing the paint, apply
the flat paint first; then, when it is dry,
hang the paper to fill the panels, and
apply the last coat of paint to finish.
To obtain the best effect, an enamel
should be selected for the last coat.
Paint imparts acertain shine on account
of the inclusion of oil, but enamel
derives its gloss through the incorporation of varnish. Although enamel is
more expensive than paint, it, undoubtedly, gives the best result. Dirt

Says E. M. Blackman
marks which quickly become impressed
on paint are resisted by enamel, a
brighter glaze is given to the surface, and
the surface, itself, will be much
smoother. In addition, it lasts much
longer than paint. In view of these
advantages it may, therefore, prove
cheaper in the long run.
No linseed oil
Ordinary flat material is adequate for
the preliminary coats, but the coat
prior to the first application of enamel
should contain no linseed oil; otherwise, the paint will harden slowly, and
those layers below surface will dry out
even more slowly than the uppermost
skin. For the under-surfaces, therefore,
it is best to choose apaint containing no
oil, but which has been thinned, by the
addition of turpentine, to a workable
consistency.
Before attempting to buy the selected
materials, it must be ascertained what
quantities are likely to be necessary.
This is not always easy to decide, since
surfaces differ considerably in different

rooms. However, since any surplus can
be stored with the lid on tightly, and
used later on for a smaller task, adopt
the safest course and over-buy rather
than under-buy. A fairly good estimate
is a third of a pound of paint for the
door of aroom, roughly the same for a
window, a little more for a skirting
board, and the remaining items proportionately. A little more will be required in the case of enamels, as they
work less freely than paint.
Do not forget, however, that the
estimate obtained from this reckoning
must be multiplied by the number of
coats it is intended to apply.
Leave for a week
During • the colder weather, enamels
are inclined to get sluggish and lose a
certain amount of flowing property. To
remedy this, place the can in a warm
room for a complete day before using,
and before removing the lid, put near a
fire for an hour or two.
The newly-decorated room should be
left to dry completely for awhole week
if possible, so that the finish can harden
thoroughly, and thus be better able to
stand up to ordinary wear and tear.

e Continued from page 232

Home Chemistry Fitments
triangular file. These should, of course,
cut right through the metal to the
interior.
Measuring cylinders are high priced
nowadays. With the help of a 10 C.C.
graduated pipette they can be made
from a phial and a couple of bottles.
Most useful capacities are 10 c.c. (for
measuring small quantities of corrosives, instead of the dangerous practice
of using apipette for these), 100 c.c. and
250 c.c.
For the 10 c.c. take a phial made of
thin glass and capable of holding atotal
of about 15 c.c. Gum a narrow strip ot
paper along it and clamp it in an
upright position. Add 10 c.c. of water,
1c.c. at atime, and make amark on the
paper strip at each c.c. After emptying
it and laying it flat, scratch marks in the
glass corresponding with the marks on
the paper, using a glazier's diamond or
the point of a triangular file. Also
scratch in the c.c. number at each
graduation.
The 100 c.c. and 250 c.c. measures
can be made from suitable capacity
cylindrical bottles, being graduated at
each 10 c.c. after running in the full
charge of your pipette. These two
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measures need no spout, but the 10 c.c.
will if it is to allow liquids to run out
readily.
To make a spout, first heat the open
end of the measure in a bunsen flame,
but not enough to produce a yellow
tinged flame. Then direct a small flame
at one point with your mouth blowpipe
until the flame is tinged yellow and
indicating that the glass is soft at that
point. At once remove the flame, insert
a triangular file vertically and bring
down one edge of it through an angle of
45 degrees on to the softened part. A
V-shaped spout readily forms, and the
glass may then be laid aside to cool.
While you are hunting for bottles for
your measures, do not forget to select a
few jam jars with even mouth edges.
These make excellent gas jars. Grind the
edges flat with water and emery powder
on a flagstone, so as to provide a seal
when used in conjunction with agreased
glass plate.
At alaboratory furnisher's the cost of
spatulas,
pinch-cock,
ring
burner,
measures and three gas jars would be
about 30/-. For acouple of hours' work
on scrap materials, this is not a bad
saving!
(
L.A.F.)

THE

WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIR OUTFIT
The complete Outfit for cleaning and repairing.
Comprises: Illustrated explanatory booklet, eyeglass, tweezers, screwdrivers, oil, dusting powder,
oilers, also illustrated catalogue, tools and
materials.
Plus P. & P. 6d. extra
C.O.D. if required

IttNNETT
COLLEGE

12/9
21

ASSEMBLE

The above with additional luminous compounds, jewellers'rouge,
dial brush, jewels.
Plus P. & P. 6d. extra. C.O.D. if required.

YOUR

OWN

can train your mind
to SUCCESS

JEWELLERY

Selection of unset earrings, pendants, rings, brooches and stones, etc.,
at fraction of cost.
Send S.A.E. now for big illustrated free catalogue.
Money back guarantee

THE

BOLSTER

INSTRUMENT

CO.

(Dept. HMI)

GOVETT AVENUE, SHEPPERTON, MDD X.

SPECIAL OFFER

THROUGH PERSONAL

12 Assorted Acid- Sharpened Files from 4" to 14', all shapes

POSTAL TUITION

(including at least one Millenicut or Dreadnought File) for
12/6d. post free.
These files

have

been

specially sharpened

process for use on Wood, Brass, Alloys, Leather, etc., and
are indispensable to the Modelmaker, Handyman, Leatherworker, etc.

PHOENIX FILE CO.

22 EAST UNION

STREET,

OLD

TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

16

H EAR A LL CONTINENTS
With

H.A.C.

Short-Wave

Receivers.

Suppliers for over 18 years of Radio S- W Receivers of quality.

One-Valve Kit, Price 25/.
Improved designs with Denco coils.

A FREE book

Architecture
Agriculture
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineer
Surveying
Surveyor's Examinations
Telecommunications
Television
Textiles

by a chemical

Two-Valve Kit, Price 50/-

All kits complete with all components.
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering, call and inspect ademonstration receiver, or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive
catalogue.
'H.A.C.' Short- Wave Products ( dept. 12), IlOld Bond Street, London, W. I

vital to your career!
Read how the famous Bennett
College can help you to success!
Send now for this recently published FREE Book, " Train your
mind to SUCCESS", which tells
you about The Bennett College
proven success in postal tuition...
and how it can help you to success
in your career.

Accountancy Exams.
Auditing
Book-keeping
Civil Service
Costing
English
General and
Commercial Arithmetic
General Education
Geography
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Modern Business Methods
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Examinations
Shorthand
and many others

BE TALLER
in 11 days or money back. New gland and spinal discovery increases
height 2 to 5 inches. '
Ihave gained 41- inches in height. My weight increased from 9- stone 4- lb. to 10-stone 3+-lb.'—P.D. ' Increased 3 inches'.—
H.G. Guaranteed harmless. Full course 10/. ( or $1.50). Air Mail 16/3.
Details 1+d. Sent under plain cover..1. H. MORLEY, 28(H/152) Dean Rd.,
London, N.W.2. Practical Courses, all subjects. List free.

RAILWAY
MODELLING
IS FUN!

GENERAL CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION

TO THE BENNETT COLLEGE
(DEPT. R.62.N), SHEFFIELD
Please send me, without obligation, a free
copy of " Train your mind to SUCCESS" and
the College Prospectus on:
SUBJECT
NAME

Read The RAILWAY MODELLER
Monthly Packed full of plans, pictures and
articles to help you with your hobby
1/6
118 post paid

L

Dept. HW, Pecoway, Seaton, Devon
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COULD BE YOUR
PERSONAL PASSPORT
TO SUCCESS.
Send

ADDRESS
AGE (
if under 21)

7711t
COUPON

Please write in
Block Letters
—

MIS

IME

/

itNOWI

Hobbies have hundreds

of designs and kits from

which, with a few simple tools, it is easy to make
toys, colourful galleons, musical novelties like those
illustrated,

lovely models,

and

a host of other

delightful things.
Get Hobbies

1956 Handbook (2/- from news-

agents, etc., or by post 2/3) and this will show you
how to

no

really

enjoy your hobby

Hobbies Ltd., Dept. 99, Dereham, Norfolk.

Please send free 20-page booklet and items marked thus: X

Musical Cigarette Box

EMusical Cigarette Box, Kit No. 3106 - 4/11

It plays when you lift the I EList of musical movements available at 18/10
lid. Full kit to make 4/11,
Ell-lobbies 1956 Handbook, 2/3 post free.
musical movements to fit,

Name
18/10 (ask for tune titles I Address
available).
nil DIFFERENT stamps free! Request }cl.
%-/‘-e upwards
discount
approvals.-Bush,
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset.

E

LECTRIC blankets. Make your own and
save purchase tax. Just sew complete unit on
your own blanket. Instructions supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed. 75w. covers 45 x 39M. 28/-;
100w. covers 49 x47in. 35/-; post paid.Emello (London) Ltd., 138 Pack Lane, Kempchott, Basingstoke.

nr,

5
DIFFERENT all world stamps. Bargain
‘-'‘' 7/6 post free .-Turner, 20 Brushfield
Grove, Sheffield, 12.

ODELLERS-make your own musical box.
IY.1Movements supplied, only 14/- each. Send
S.A.E.
for
details.-Swisscross,
Dept.
B.,
116 Winifred Rd., Coulsdon, Surrey.

HOBBIES BRANCHES
LONDON
78a New Oxford Street, W.C.I
(Phone MUSeum 2975)
87 Old Broad Street, E.C.2
(LONdon Wall 4375)
81 Streatham Hill, S.W.2
(TULse Hill 8796)
GLASGOW-326 Argyle Street
(Phone CENtral 5042)
MANCHESTER- 10 Piccadilly
(Phone CEN tral 1787)
BIRMINGHAM- 100a Dale End
SHEFFIELD-4 St, Paul's Parade
(Phone 26071)
LEEDS- 10 Queen Victoria Street
(Phone 28639)
HULL- 10 Paragon Square
(Phone 32959)
SOUTHAMPTON - 134 High St.
(Below Bar)
BRISTOL- 30 Narrow Wine Street
(Phone 23744)

A LL

components, with instructions, for slidecrystal set; tunes 200-550 metres; 4/-.Bailey's, 44 Stanley St., Oldham.

50

STAMPS free to all approval applicants
enclosing
24d.
stamp.-Cliffe
West,
61 Wynyard Road, Sheffield, 6.

CT UCKY CHANCE'-free gift packet of 100
1.,stamps for approval applicants enclosing
postage.-Yulwontmor
Stamps (Dept.
H5),
29 Layton Avenue, Mansfield.

2çr,
'J

STAMPS free! Request approvals, postage 3d.-Dicker (H.W.), 14 Clement
Hill, Hastings.

G

ENUINE Swiss Musical Movements. The
best and largest selection of tunes in the
country, lowest prices 16/3 each. Genuine Thorens Movements 21/- each. All Guaranteed.
P. & P. 9d. extra on all orders-Richardson &
Forder, 5 Chapel Place, White Han Lane,
London, N.17.

L

ABORATORY TECHNICIANS (
Male &
...,Female) required for chemical, biological &
physical laboratories and rubber machine shops.
Salary scale-003.15.0 at age 20, rising to
f384.15 at 24 and over. Maximum of scale£425. Younger applicants eligible at lower salary
with opportunities for study. Apply in writing,
giving full particulars of age, experience, etc., to
the Secretary-National College of Rubber
Technology, Northern Polytechnic, Holloway
Road, N.7.

L

EARN it as you do it-we provide practical
equipment combined with instruction
in
Radio,
Television,
Electricity,
Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc.-Write for full
details to E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. HW. 47,
London, W.4.

A CID-SHARPENED FILES. One dozen
rlassorted specially sharpened files, all types
and cuts; ideal for modelmakers, etc. 12/6 post
free.-Phoenix File Co., 22 East Union St.,
Manchester, 16. '

* GREAT CAMPING OFFER *

RIDGE TENT szr4/-

BRAND NEW de luxe
'Safety' Tent. All colours.
Complete. Ideal Cyclists,
Campers. Length 7 ft. 3 in. sleeping base x 4 ft.
6in. wide x 3ft. 6in. high x 12 in. wal1s, all approx.
VVeight 31-1b. a I
5s.or 4/. deposit and 6/- monthly.
With fly-sheet £4 2s. 6d. or I
0/- deposit and 9/9
monthly. Both carr. 1/6. Don't delay, send now.
GERMAN PRISMEX
BINOCULARS

6LENSES x40mm COATED
LENSES. Popular Squat Model

No Deposit '

PRICE 69/6
For wide field viewing, finest
value for German Prismex Binoculars. 5.1 - x
Bending Bar for eye adjustment, centre focus.
Splendid magnification, 3D viewing. Clear Bloomed lenses, wide angle. Sports and holiday use, day
and night lenses. Lightweight model. With case
lanyard and leather straps. Sand 2/6 for pack. &
reg., etc. 7 days appro., if satis. send 4/6. then 8
payts. 9/- in 8months. CASH 69/6. LISTS, TERMS,

CDFAIRRIARTIR & OFICERAL SUPPLIES ITD.
(HOBW/89), 196-200 Coldharbour
Loughborough
Junc.,
London,

Lane,
S.E.S.

MAKE A RADIO SET
NO SOLDERING-only a screwdriver and
pliers needed. FULL-SIZE plans and building
instructions for 13 sets, 2/6 post free.
CRYSTAL RADIO KITS. "Varicoil", coil
tuned, 10/6; " Popular", condenser tuned, 17/6;
"Twin", very selective, 21/-; " Major", works
well anywhere, 21/,
EXPERIMENTAL KIT No. 1, builds all 4
crystal sets above, 27/6.
"BASIC", a very simple 1 valve set, 35/. with
valve and batteries.
"NEW ECONOMY I", receives scores of
stations, 52/6 with valve and batteries.
"NEW ECONOMY 2", works with loudspeaker, 82/6 with valves and batteries.
"PREFECT" 1-VALVE LOUDSPEAKER set,
£3 with mains type valve and batteries.
Prices include postage and packing
Send SAE. for list-or send 2/6 P.O. for easy to
follow building instructions for all sets.

BLANCHARD'S, DEPT. RH,
13 Gainford Gardens, Manchester, 10

ACCESSORIES
Telephone Handset
12/6 per set

Mouldings-P.O.

Type-

Single Pin-2- way plugs-4/6 each.
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STAMPS free. Genuine.
S.A.E.
for
approvals. Details.-W. H. Self, 36 Fairfield, Boro Green, Kent.

S

WISS MUSICAL Mechanism for cigarette
boxes, etc., 16/6 post free. S.A.E. for illustration and list of tunes available.-Dept. HW.,
Metwood Accessories, Church St., Wolverton,
Bucks. (Trade supplied.)
CTAMPS FREE - Empire Packet including
OPictorials and Victorians with approvals.Robert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth.
‘DAINTSPRAYING'
HANDBOOK ( 1954
.17 Ed.). Covers Car, Industrial & Flock Spraying. 3/6, post free, including catalogue of our
Cellulose and Synthetic Paints and all Allied
Sundries and Plant Hire.-Leonard Brooks Ltd.,
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex.
ODELS. You can make lasting stone-hard
J.Y.1.models
with
Sankey's
Pyruma
Plastic
Cement. Supplied in tins by Ironmongers,
Hardwaremen and Builders' Merchants. Ask for
instruction leaflet.
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Set of Transmitter Parts- 10/6 each.
Set of Receiver Parts-10/6 each.
Twin Tinsel Flex-tagged each end, approx.
lengths-1/- each.
Oak Switches-10/6 each.
10/6 each.

6:t.

Kelog Keys-S.H.-

Other accessories-Price on application
stamped addressed envelope.

With

'ONILY' COMPONENTS LTD
Llanerch-y-Mor, Holywell, Flintshire

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS. Interroom Telephones, comprising 2 self-energise
microphone/receivers and approx. 6yds. flex
(may be extended if desired) No Batteries
needed. Nothing to wear out. Complete 9/6,
post 6d. Motors, Transformers, Switches,
etc. 3d. stamps for illustrated list. Milligan's,
24 Harford Street, Liverpool 3. Money
Back Guarantee.

Many uses for this

Modern Overlay in Wood

y

OU can find a dozen uses for this
attractive bird overlay. It is in the
form of a wild goose with acloud
background. It can be used the same
size or enlarged by means of the square
method.
In the same size it is particularly useful for decorating small caskets, boxes,
magazine racks, bookends and even
lampstands. Used three or four times,
the size it could decorate a firescreen, or
if executed in different coloured woods,
it could serve as an ornamental plaque.
To use the goose in the present size,
simply trace and transfer it to *in. wood.
The cloud background is the same
thickness. The portions shown black
should be painted red and the rest
light grey. Alternatively these pieces
could be cut from a red coloured wood
to give contrast. ( M.P.)

CUT WITH A
FR ETSAW

,Cye=y0=fee
with aSpear & Jackson saw
Fine saws priced to suit all pockets.
They're manufactured by the makers
of the craftsman's first choice—worldfamous ` Spearior' Handsaw.

`Aetna' General Purpose Saw.

'Sovereign' The Amateur Craftsman's
Saw.

`C,ockerill' Household Saw.

AETNA WORKS, SHEFFIELD 4

Wolf Cub

ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC
PAI NT
DRILL AT
SPRAYER
4/- deposit

ne ONLY
£5.9.6

or 6/- deposit and 6monthly
payments of I9/6d.
This wonderful Electric Drill is also the
power unit for ALL Cub equipment.
Drilling capacity: Mild Steel, }"; Hard
Wood, 4"; with 210 watts input on full
load. Complete with -1" three- jaw
chuck and Allen key and Sft. of cable.
TV Suppressed. State Voltage. ALSO
Sanding & Polishing Kit ( drill, discs,
etc.). Cash Price: £5. 10. 6 or I9/deposit and 6monthly payments of 21/Send for Illustrated Brochure

ro id

and 6 monthly
payments of 13/6
Cash Price 75/.
Paint easily, evenly, twice as fast with
the Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprays
paint, varnish, etc. Complete with
sturdy glass container, flex, nozzles
for ceiling spraying and extra nozzle
discs for different liquids. A.C. mains
g—usatraatneteey,î.
your Also
actual1.1 ovoltage.
rs
v
ro
,e
l
t
tl
Electric
Fu lly
Paint Stripper 30/- cash, or 4/deposit and 3 monthly payments of
10/-.
Leaflets free.

THE MOST VERSATILE TOOL EVER!

PICADOR
PUP
ONLY

£6.1 5.0

OR 25/- deposit and
6 monthly paym'ts of LI
Save ground space with this modern
multi- purpose cool. PICADOR PUP comprises a wood turning lathe, a rise
and fall, fully tilting circular saw, a hooded grindstone with drill sharpening
attachment, together with sanding and drilling attachments also. It GRINDS,
including Twist Drill Grinding. TURNS, SAWS wood, plastics or soft metals.
SANDS and DRILLS. PICADOR PUP is sm5ll, compact, hardy and motor
driven. Only (6.15.0 cash or 25/- deposit and six monthly payments of El.
Extra cradle providing for drive by -1" drill, Price 23/..
3" four-jaw Chuck suitable for the above £ 3 cash or 16/. deposit and three
monthly payments of 16/6. ALSO Picador Rotosaw, Price 33/, Spare blades
available, 8/6 each.
Send 3d. for Illustrated Brochure.

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS

The finest glues for every
handicraft
Whatever your handicraft or hobby, use
the Croid Glue recommended for it, and
you will obtain completely satisfactory
results. Croid—the strongest glue in the
world— is obtainable everywhere.
AERO GLUE

a pure hot glue of
great strength
tipis
from 1/3 (4 oz.) to
46/-, and the Home
Outfit 4/- complete.

UNIVERSAL GLUE

ageneral purpose cold
liquid glue. Handy
size tube 1/-. Soz. tin
2/6. Specially recontmended for sticking
laminated plastics.

Obtainable at all Hobbies Branches.

(Dept. 124), 5 Silver Street, Luton
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